Smile Makeovers
You don’t have to be a celebrity to want to have a beautiful smile – the way we look is important to all
of us. Smiling is good for your health and if we can give you a beautiful smile which you enjoy showing off,
we will have succeeded by not only improving your looks, but improving your health as well.

Working together, the aim is to find out what your idea of your perfect smile is and to achieve it using the best
techniques and materials available to us. Colour shape together with size and occlusion (your bite) need to be
assessed at the outset to ensure the resultant smile is the perfect smile for you. There are, of course, clinical
problems and restraints affecting the outcome, but, in general there are so many techniques and materials
available, you should be able to achieve fantastic results. Our job is to find the best way for you.
Tooth whitening:
This procedure is used to lighten the colour of your natural teeth. The colour of teeth varies amongst
individuals and in different age groups – teeth can naturally darken over time. Tooth colour is influenced by a
person’s genetics and by surface and deep stains. If teeth have external stains, these will need to be cleaned
before whitening. All of our whitening procedures are clinically approved and are very safe have been tried
and tested for 20 years plus. We customise the whitening treatments to your needs.
Tooth coloured fillings:
Advances in white fillings means more complex and varied applications are possible than ever previously. We
can now invisibly repair chipped broken and misshapen teeth as well as using it for normal “fillings” on back
teeth. Mercury free fillings are becoming more popular for health as well as cosmetic reasons. The colour
range of material has greatly improved, enabling us to obtain a good colour match to your teeth. As with all of
our treatments we pick the material and shade to suit your needs and colouration.
Cosmetic re-contouring:
Many aesthetic problems are caused by teeth being the wrong size or shape. In some instances teeth can be
reshaped polished and sealed against decay to dramatically change a patients smile
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Smile Makeovers
Veneers, Crowns and Bridges:
We can cover unsightly teeth using crowns, veneers and replace teeth with bridges a lot of the time with little
or no preparation of your existing healthy tooth/teeth. This is all possible using the latest adhesive dental
materials and glues.
Implants:
Titanium implants are used to fill gaps caused by missing teeth. By replacing the root of the missing tooth with
an implant, it is possible to then attach a crown or bridge to this. Implants feel and function just like your own
teeth and are the permanent answer to tooth loss.
Gum treatments:
Great looking teeth and smiles may be spoilt by the appearance of too much gum or uneven gum levels. The
so-called gummy smile can be simply corrected by painlessly reshaping the gum using lasers. Gums can also
shrink away following treatment for gum disease, we can correct the “long” receded teeth using a gum veneer
which replaces the gum which previously been lost
Cosmetic dentures:
Many dentures are made with materials that look dull and lifeless. They frequently have only one solid colour
and no character, be it the teeth themselves or the pink gums. Dentures can be produced which are almost
indistinguishable from real teeth and gums by using high quality teeth and stained pink acrylics. Our
technicians are highly skilled and trained in all these techniques.
Whichever treatment you choose, rest assured that we will always custom make a treatment plan that is
bespoke for your needs, using the highest quality materials, and the latest technology.
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